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Introduction 
Throughout this paper by a manifold is meant a connected, Hausdorff, locally 
Euclidean, topological space. 
In [4], using the Continuum Hypothesis (CH), Rudin and Zenor constructed a 
perfectly normal, separable (and thus hereditarily separable), nonmetrisable mani- 
fold, and in [3], Rudin shows that it is also consistent with ZFC that there be no 
such manifold. In [2], Kunen proved that there is a model for ZFC in which there 
is no non-Lindelof (and recall that for a manifold Lindeliif is equivalent to 
metrisable) space whose finite powers are all hereditarily separable, i.e., which is 
strongly hereditarily separable. 
At a recent conference in New York, A.V. Arhangel’skii raised the following 
questions for manifolds M. 
(11 Does M* perfectly normal imply A4 is metrisable? [M* perfectly normal 
implies that M2 has a G: diagonal and Z. Balogh has given a simple proof that 
this implies that M is metrisable.] 
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(2) Does hereditary separability of each finite power of M imply that M is 
metrisable? [We show here that the answer is no.] 
(3) Does M perfectly normal and M* having a G, diagonal imply that M is 
metrisable? 
We use the technique of [4] and that given in [l] for the construction of a Kunen 
line all of whose finite powers are hereditarily separable and perfectly normal to 
construct a perfectly normal, nonmetrisable manifold M so that for each positive 
integer n, M” is hereditarily separable, thus answering question (2) above. 
Throughout this paper D denotes the open rectangle 
((x, y) E R*l- 1 <x < 1 and 0 <y < 1) 
with the usual topology, denoted CT. The closure of D in R* will be denoted D and 
its topology by a; we also use C? to denote the usual metric on 0. 
Several times we will use the fact that the product of a hereditarily separable 
space and a second countable space is hereditarily separable. The easy proof of 
this fact is omitted. 
Lemma. Suppose that (U,, 1 n E W) is a nested sequence of connected open subsets of 
D with n ,7E,,,~IgU,, = @, that (p, 1 n E W) is a sequence of distinct points with 
p,, E U, for each n, and that ( Ni,,,k Ii, jEo, O<k<j- 1) is a triple sequence of 
disjoint infinite subsets of o with 
Nj,j,k = {n + k E win E Nl,j,D}. 
Then there is an embedding g : D + D SUC!~ that: 
(a) D - g(D) is homeomorphic to [0, 1); 
(b) for each i, j E w, each point of [D - g( D)]j is a limit point of 
((g(P,)~...,g(P,,+j~I))lnEN;,j,I,); 
(c) D -g(D) c int(cl,g(U,,)) for each n E w. 
Proof. For each n E o, let 
Let 8 : D -+ D be a homeomorphism so that D, c t%U,,> and tV(p,) E D, - D,, + , for 
each n E o. A method of constructing such a homeomorphism is discussed in [4, p. 
1301. 
For each i, j E w, let pLi,j : N,,,,(, + [Q n (- 1, l)]j be a bijection. Let cp : D + D 
be a homeomorphism such that 
(i) if n EN, j k , , then the coordinate of cp0(p,) is the (k + l)st coordinate of 
p;,j(n - kk 
(ii) the second coordinate of cp(x, y> is y. 
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AS in [4, p. 1301 this is possible because for each n E w there 
{e(p,> 1~1 E W) which lies in D,, -D,,+ ,. Note that for any i, 
(((x1, 0) ,..., (xi, O))i - 1 <x, < 1 for each k) 
is a limit point Of I(cpfKP,), . . . , qe(P*+j-,)> I n E Nl,j,()l. 
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is only one point from 
j E w, each point of 
Finally define $ : D + D, an embedding for which D - q?(D) = ((0, y) ED 10 < 
Y < $9 by 
I 2xy l-lx1 ( 1x1’ 2 I ’ ifO<ycH ’ 2 ’ 
$(x,Y)=( x,2y+ 
i 
1-31x1 1x1 
2 
I 
, if TGYQIxI, 
Ys-1 
,i ! 
x, ~ 
2 ’ 
if Ix] Gy. 
The required function g is the composition I/J@. LI 
We are now ready to present our construction of the manifold described in the 
abstract. 
Construction of the space (M, T) 
Using the Continuum Hypothesis, index D - D by w ,, so that D - D = {xcY 1 a 
<w,l. 
Let {I, I a < w,} be copies of [O, 1) which are totally unrelated to one another 
and to 0. 
For each a<w,, let M,=DU(Up.,lp), and let M= U,,,,M,. 
Define f : M + D by letting f I D be the identity and f(I,> = (x,). 
Again using the Continuum Hypothesis, index 
{A I A is countably infinite and for some positive integer n, A c M”) 
as (A, I CY < wl} in such a way that for each (Y <w, there is a positive integer n 
with A, c M,“. A rearrangement of A, is a set of the form AZ where 
A: = ((Y,,....Y~)~(Y~~,)~....Y,(~~) %), 
for some permutation r of 11,. . . , n). 
Using induction on CY < w,, we construct a topology ~~ on M,, and a countable 
collection ~$7~ of T, compact subsets of M, so that 
(1) (M,, 7,) is homeomorphic to CD, a>; 
(2) f 1 M, is continuous; 
(3) if p < LY then (MO, TV is an open dense subspace of CM,,, 7,); 
(4) for each U E ~~ and each x E U, there is a B EL%~~ so that B is a 
neighbourhood of x and B c U; 
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(5) if (Y = p + 1, F E FP j and y,, . . . , yj E I6 are such that (x0,. . . , xp> E 
cl,,f’(F) then (y ,,..., y,) ~‘cl~;F, where 9//,j is the countable family defined by 
Fp,j= (Y(A,*3 B,,...>B,)i7 <Pi 
i > 0; A, c M;+‘, AY* is a rearrangement of A,; 
B,,..., B, =%>) 
where 
Y(A;, B,,...,B,) 
Ez 
0 Yl,..., 
y,) lthe y, are mutually different; 
f(YI)= “’ =f(Yj); 
3z,~B~(k~{l,...,j}) with 
(Z,,...,ZI, YI,..., Yj) EAyY)’ 
Then Y(A,*, B ,,..., B;) consists of j-tuples ( y ,, . . . , yj) of distinct points from the 
same copy of [O, 1) so that A; meets B, X . . . X Bi X (yl} X . . . X {Y,). 
Induction begins with rC, = u. We can take 9” to be all of the closed balls in D 
having centre with rational coordinates and radius l/n for some positive integer n. 
Suppose now that TV and $?PP have been constructed for each p < cy: to 
construct r, and .A%‘~. 
If (Y is a limit ordinal let T, have U p < cy TV as basis. Then (l)-(3) are satisfied, 
appealing to lemma 2 of [4] for (1). Set 9a = U s <,sP. Then (4) and (5) are 
satisfied also. 
Now suppose that (Y = p + 1 for some p. For each n E w, let 
ii I 
1 
u, = f/y’ XED F(X, “p) < - . 
n 1) 
Then (CJ,, 1 n E w) is a nested sequence of connected open subsets of MP with 
I-l nt,Cl,U, = H. 
Let (Ni,j,k 1 i, j E w, 0 <k <j - 1) be a triple sequence of disjoint infinite 
subsets of o with Nj,j,k = (n + k E o I n E Ni,j,o}. For each j E w, fix an injection 
/_Lj : Fp,, + w. 
For each n E w choose a point pn E CJ,, in such a way that if F E Fo,j is such 
that (x6,. . . , .x0) E cl+fj(F) then for each II E NP,CF),,,O we have (p,, . . . , p,+,-,) 
E F. We may assume pm fp, for m # n. 
The sequences (LI,), ( p,), and (iVj,j,k) satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma 
except that (D, (T) is replaced by its homeomorph (MB, rP). Thus by the lemma 
there is an embedding g : MP + D for which D - g(MB) = [O, 1); each point of 
[D - g(MP)li is a limit point of {(g(p,), . . . , g(p,+j-1)) 1 n E N,,<~,,j,~~); and D - 
g(MP) c int cl,g(U,). Let g : M, + D be an extension of g over ZP = Ma - MP SO 
that g ( Z. is a homeomorphism from I0 to D - g(MP). 
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Define r, to be the topology making g : M, + D a homeomorphism, and let 
9a = {g-‘(B) 1 B ES’,,}. It is readily seen that conditions (l)-(4) are satisfied. 
To verify (S), suppose that F •9~,, and y,,.. ., yj gZp are such that 
(x,, . , xp) E cl,,f’( F). Let V,, . , V, E T,, be such that y, E y for each i; we 
must show that (V, x . x V,> f’ F # @. Since each point of ID - g(Mp)li = 
[g(lp)]j is a limit point of {(s(P~), . . . , g(P,+j-,))I n EN,,,(~),,,~J, then by the 
definition of T,, each point of ZL is a limit point of ((p,,, . . . , p, +j- , > 1 n E NF,(F),j,oI. 
In particular (y,, . . . , yj) is a limit point of this set, so for some large y1 E NP,CF),,,O 
we have (p,,, . . . , pntj_ ,) E V, X . . . X I/;. By choice of p,, we also have 
(p, ,..., p,,+j_,)~F.Thus(I’,~ .. . x PJ) f’ F + fl as required to verify (5). 
Now let 7 be the topology on M having U oL < w, T, as basis. 
Properties of the space CM, 7) 
It follows from properties (1) and (3) that (M, T) is a 2-manifold. Also from (3), 
(M, 1 CY < w,} is an open cover; this cover has no countable subcover, so (M, T) is 
not Lindelijf and hence not metrisable. 
(M, T) is strongly hereditarily separable. We prove this by way of the following 
statement which we verify by induction on finite n; 
9,: for each subset S of M” there is an ordinal cy < w, and a countable 
subset K of S such that each point of S f’ [M - M,]” is a T”-hit point 
of K. 
Assuming each Y<, is true for the moment, we show that for each positive 
integer n, (M”, To) is hereditarily separable by induction on n as follows. 
Suppose S is a subset of M. As f : M + D is surjective and (D, (T) is hereditar- 
ily separable, it follows that for some (Y < wl, f(A,) is a (T dense subset of f(S). 
Thus by (5), since A, cM~, each point of S -M, is a T limit point of A,. Since 
M, is homeomorphic to D, there is a countable T dense subset B of S n A4,. Then 
A, U B is a countable T dense subset of S. This begins the induction at y1 = 1. 
Note that we have also established 9, in the previous paragraph. This is 
because we did not use any Y,, in the argument there and because hereditary 
separability of (M”, T,,) is stronger than Yn. 
Assume now that (M”- ‘, T” ~ ’ ) is hereditarily separable. For each i = 1,. . . , n, 
let X, = M’-’ X kf, X Mnpi, with the topology inherited from 7”. Then X, is 
(homeomorphic to) the product of the second countable space A4, and the 
hereditarily separable space M”-‘, so is hereditarily separable. 
Suppose S is any subset of M”, and let a and K be as in statement -ip,. For 
each i = 1 , . . . , n, let L, be a countable T” dense subset of S f’ X,. Then J = KU 
(U :=, L,) is a countable subset of S. Furthermore J is dense in S, because each 
point of S n [M -Ma]” is a 7n limit point of K and each other point of S is in 
S nX, for some i, hence is a T’ limit point of L;. 
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It remains to verify yn for n > 1, assuming 9m for each m < ~1. Suppose S is 
any subset of M”. 
For any y E h4 - D, there is a unique cx < wi for which y E Z,: denote this 
unique (Y by (Y(Y). If y = (y ,,.. ., y,) E [M-D]“, write a(y)= max(4y,) ,..., 
4YJ. 
For each j = 1,. ..,II, let 
S,= {y= (y,,...,yn) ESn [M-D]“lthere are exactly j indices k for 
which cz( yk) = (Y(Y); if k, I are such that k # 1 
and Q(Y~)=~(Y~) =a(~) then Y~+Y~}; 
and let 
S n+, = {(Y,>...> y,) E Slfor some k, y, ED}, 
S ,*+2= {(YW.V y,) ESlfor some k, I with k #l we have y, =yr}. 
Note that S = lJ :TfSj. Thus it suffices to verify 2Pn for each of the sets S,, . . . , Sn+* 
in place of S. 
Statement ya holds trivially for the set S,, , since for any ordinal (Y, S,, , n 
[M - M,]” = fl. Statement Cyn also holds for the set Sn+2, because Sn+2 lies inside 
the finite union of the subspaces {(y,, . . . , yn)~M”lyk=y,) of M” as k and 1 
range through pairs of integers with 1 G k < 1 <n; each of these subspaces is 
homeomorphic to Mn ~ ’ so is hereditarily separable by our inductive hypothesis, 
and hence their union is also hereditarily separable; we may take for K a 
countable dense subset of Sn+2 and any ordinal LY < w,. 
Now fix jE{l,..., n): to verify Pn for S,. Write y1 = i + j. For any y = 
(Y ,,..., y,) EM”, write 
~=(Y,,...,Y,,f(Y;+,),...,f(Y,)) 
and for any T c M”, let f = (j; 1 y E T) c M’ X 0’. Now let 
T= ((Y,,...:Y,) ~‘(i~l~(y~) <a(y) foreach kgi); 
thus the last j components of y come from lacy). 
As M’ x 01 is the product of the inductively assumed hereditarily separable 
space M i with the second countable space Dj, it is hereditarily separable. Thus f 
has a countable dense subset, which must be of the form A, for some A, C T. 
Note that for each y = (y,, . . . , y,) EA, we have a(~,> = a(y) precisely when 
k>i and yitl,..., y, are all different by definition of Sj. 
Claim. Zf a < w, is a large enough ordinal then each point of T n [M - M,]” is a rn 
limit point of A,. 
To justify this claim take CY 2 y and suppose y = ( y ,, . . . , y,) is a point of 
T n [M - M,]“. Write a(y) = p. To show that y is a rn limit point of A, it must 
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be shown that if B, ~9~ is a r neighbourhood of y, (k = 1,. . . , i> and U, is a T 
open neighbourhood of Y;+~ (k = 1,. . . , j) then 
[ B, x ... xB,xU,X ... XLs] nA,i@. 
Let such neighbourhoods B,, . . , B,, CT,, . . . , Uj be given. 
Let 
F= {I@;+ ,,..., z,,)lall z,+ ,,..., z,, are different; 
Ly(z,+]) = ... =cu(z,,);thereare~~EB~(k=l,...,i) 
with (z,,,.., zn) EAy). 
As p 2 CY 2 y we have F E <Tp,,. 
We show that (x0,. . . , xp) E cl,,fj(F). Indeed, if V’ is any a neighbourhood of 
xP then B, X ..’ XB,XVX .. . x V is a T’ X Gj neighbourhood of ( y , , . . . , yi, 
xp,..., X/J = 9 E f, so 
[B,x ... xB;xVx ... xL’]dY#@; 
choose~EA~suchthatGEB,X ... XB,XVX ... XV.Now(w,+,,...,w,,)~F, 
so (f(w,+,), . . . , f(w,,>) E Vj nfj(F). Th us V’ fIf’(F) f @, so (XP’. . .) x,1 E 
cl,&(F). 
As the conditions of (5) apply, it follows that (y,+,,. .., y,,) E cl,,F, so the 
neighbourhood U, X . . . X Uj of (y;+,, . . ., y,,) meets F, say (z,+,, . , z,,> E 
[U, x . . . x (51 n F. Since (z,+ ,, . . , z,,) E F, it follows that there are zk E B, so 
that (z,,..., z,,) E/I,,. Thus 
1 B, x ... xBixU,x ... xU,] nA,f@, 
so y E cI,,A, and the claim is justified. 0 
Because 9P,j is closed under rearrangements, the argument justifying the claim 
applies to any one of the (finitely many) subsets of Sj obtained by looking at those 
points y=(y,,..., y,,) for which a(~,) = a(y) for a prescribed collection of j 
indices k. Taking the union of the sets A, obtained in this way and letting CY be 
the maximum of the ordinals needed, we obtain P,, for the set S,. 
This completes the proof that (M”, T”) is hereditarily separable for each finite 
n. 
Remark. As this construction is a special case of the construction of a perfectly 
normal, hereditarily separable, nonmetrisable manifold as given in [41, it follows 
that CM, 7) is perfectly normal. 
As Kunen’s construction in [I] is of a space all of whose finite powers are 
perfectly normal as well as hereditarily separable, it would be natural to ask 
whether all finite powers of the manifold constructed here are also perfectly 
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normal. That this is not so follows from the answer given by Balogh to the first 
question of Arhangel’skii cited in the introduction. Nevertheless it would be 
interesting to know whether the construction given here can lead to a manifold 
whose square is normal or whose square has a G, diagonal; the two cannot occur 
simultaneously because of Balogh’s result. 
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